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Abstract

We propose a ‘legal approach’ to hate speech001
detection by operationalization of the decision002
as to whether a post is subject to criminal law003
into an NLP task. Comparing existing regu-004
latory regimes for hate speech, we base our005
investigation on the European Union’s frame-006
work as it provides a widely applicable le-007
gal minimum standard. Accurately judging008
whether a post is punishable or not usually re-009
quires legal training. We show that, by break-010
ing the legal assessment down into a series011
of simpler sub-decisions, even laypersons can012
annotate consistently. Based on a newly an-013
notated dataset, our experiments show that di-014
rectly learning an automated model of punish-015
able content is challenging. However, learn-016
ing the two sub-tasks of ‘target group’ and017
‘targeting conduct’ instead of an end-to-end018
approach to punishability yields better results.019
Overall, our method also provides for better ex-020
plainability and higher transparency, which is021
a crucial point in legal decision-making.022

1 Introduction023

Social media provides the platform for the expres-024

sion of opinions along with their widespread dis-025

semination. Unrestricted freedom of expression,026

however, bears the risk of harming certain groups027

of people - rendering the regulation of hate speech028

an instrument against discrimination. To do so at029

scale, automated detection systems are required030

to aid the moderation process. While research on031

hate speech detection is well-established, defining032

‘hate speech’ remains challenging. Datasets en-033

code all kinds of (partly incompatible) notions of034

hatefulness or offensiveness (Fortuna and Nunes,035

2018; Poletto et al., 2020; Schmidt and Wiegand,036

2017) that make it difficult to decide which post-037

ings would justify restricting freedom of speech038

through deletion. Ultimately, a subset of especially039

hateful content can be considered punishable by040

law and thus would not fall under freedom of ex-041

pression. As there exist competing legal standards 042

for the regulation of hateful expressions, the selec- 043

tion requires discussion. 044

Competing Legal Standards On the interna- 045

tional level, Article 4 of the ‘International Conven- 046

tion on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Dis- 047

crimination (ICERD)’1 binds the signatory states to 048

punish incitement to racial discrimination against 049

any race or group of persons of another colour or 050

ethnic origin by their respective national law. How- 051

ever, the convention does not cover discrimination 052

based on religion and is limited in its legal effect, as 053

various states have made reservations. This is espe- 054

cially the case for the U.S., where the expression of 055

hatred toward any group is constitutionally widely 056

protected by the Free Speech Clause of the First 057

Amendment (Fisch, 2002). Consequently, as US 058

law does not provide for any legal provision pro- 059

hibiting hate speech as an act of speech, it cannot 060

serve as a base for a detection system. 061

In Europe, however, the prevention of discrimi- 062

nation against and segregation of a target group 063

(thereby ensuring the members’ acceptance as 064

equal in a society) is considered such an important 065

prerequisite for democracy that it may justify the 066

restriction of free speech. The Council of Europe 067

has set up an additional protocol to the ‘Convention 068

on Cybercrime’, concerning the criminalization of 069

acts of a racist and xenophobic nature committed 070

through computer systems.2 However, the Protocol 071

has not been ratified or even signed by all Member 072

States of the Council of Europe and is subject to 073

several reservations.3 074

Legally and practically more relevant is the fol- 075

lowing instrument: the European Union (EU) has, 076

1General Assembly resolution 2106 (XX) of 21 Dec 1965.
2ETS No. 189, 28.01.2003.
3Bulgaria, Hungary, Ireland, the Russian Federation and

the U.K., for instance, did not sign the Protocol. Countries
like Austria, Belgium, Italy, Sweden, Switzerland and Turkey
signed, but did not (yet) ratify it.
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EU Framework Decision
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Figure 1: Scope of the EU Framework’s legal standard.
It defines a common core of punishable offenses.

after long debate, set up a common regime with077

a Framework Decision4 that fully binds all of its078

Member States to make incitement to hatred or079

violence a punishable criminal offense. The frame-080

work also affects U.S. social-media platforms as081

long as the offender or the material hosted is lo-082

cated within the EU. Its importance has also been083

emphasized by the ‘EU Code of conduct on coun-084

tering illegal hate speech online’ that the EU Com-085

mission agreed with IT companies like Facebook,086

Twitter, and Youtube.5 Furthermore, the EU’s new087

proposal of a Digital Services Act aims to create088

new obligations for large online platforms regard-089

ing illegal content.6 The regulation would not only090

be directly applicable in all EU Member States,091

but also apply to providers established outside the092

EU if they provide their services to recipients in093

the Union. Hence, the EU Framework Decision094

not only provides a minimum standard for han-095

dling hate speech by criminal law, but it is also the096

regime that – in connection with the new Digital097

Services Act – would trigger the broadest regula-098

tory obligations for large platform providers inside099

and outside the EU.100

As Figure 1 shows, each Member State may still101

go beyond the framework’s minimum requirements102

and define higher standards. Germany, for instance,103

provides for a broader definition of the possible104

4Council Framework Decision 2008/913/JHA of 28
November 2008 on combating certain forms and expressions
of racism and xenophobia by means of criminal law. In the
remainder of this paper, we shall refer to this as ‘EU law’ or
‘EU Framework Decision’ for simplification.

5https://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/just/
document.cfm?doc_id=42985

6Proposal of 15.12.2020, COM(2020) 825 final.

protected target group by including ‘sections of the 105

population’, e.g. refugees otherwise not being cov- 106

ered as they cannot clearly be distinguished by race, 107

ethnic, or national origin. However, the Framework 108

Decision allows member states to make the incrim- 109

ination depend on additional requirements. 110

Based on all these considerations, the Frame- 111

work Decision’s minimum standard may stand in 112

for a general legal approach to hate speech and 113

serve as the basis of our further studies. 114

Contributions In this paper, we translate the le- 115

gal framework as defined in the EU Framework 116

Decision 2008/913/JHA into a series of binary de- 117

cisions. We show that the resulting annotation 118

scheme can be used by laypeople to reliably pro- 119

duce a legal evaluation of posts that is comparable 120

to those of legal experts, making dataset genera- 121

tion for this task feasible. Based on the resulting 122

dataset, we experiment with directly learning an 123

automated model of punishable content. The dis- 124

couraging results of the end-to-end approach and 125

ethical considerations lead us to proposing two sub- 126

tasks instead: ‘target group’ and ‘targeting con- 127

duct’ detection. We show that the sub-tasks can be 128

more reliably learned and also provide for better 129

explainability and higher transparency, which is a 130

crucial point in legal decision-making. We make 131

our dataset and models publicly available to foster 132

future research in that direction. 133

2 Operationalizing Legal Assessment 134

We begin our investigation by operationalizing the 135

relevant part of the Framework Decision (FD) into 136

a sequence of binary decisions that can be reliably 137

annotated (see Figure 2 for the final decision tree). 138

In a way, we are translating the plain text of the 139

legal definition into an actionable algorithm. 140

Article 1(1) FD states that the following inten- 141

tional conduct is punishable: 142

(a) publicly inciting to violence or hatred directed 143
against a group of persons or a member of such 144
a group defined by reference to race, colour, reli- 145
gion, descent or national or ethnic origin; 146

(b) the commission of an act referred to in point 147
(a) by public dissemination or distribution of 148
tracts, pictures or other material; 149

The punishable conduct addressed in paragraph 150

(a) refers to the oral expression of hatred, while 151

paragraph (b) broadens the scope to public dissem- 152

ination or distribution of tracts, pictures or other 153

material. For the detection of social-media posts, 154
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group of 
persons?

noperson as member 
of a group?

punishable: Art. 1(1)(a),(b) 
Framework Decision

not punishable

any yes

any yes

OR

yes

all no

with respect to that group, 
does the post:

□ incite hatred □ incite violence

group defined by:

□ race
□ colour

□ religion
□ descent

□ national origin
□ ethnic origin

but only if conduct which..

□ is carried out in a manner likely 
to disturb public order 

□ is threatening, abusive or 
insulting

optional 
requirements

all no

any or both yes
(depending on Member State law)

EU Framework Decision 

Figure 2: Decision tree derived from legal framework

there is no added value in implementing these ac-155

tions separately, as they are always met in case of156

public social-media posting on the Internet.157

In a simplified way, two main questions have158

to be answered: (1) does a statement address a159

protected group? and (2) does it target that group160

by inciting hatred or violence? We address these as161

(1) target group and (2) targeting conduct.162

2.1 Target Group163

As shown in Figure 2, Art.1(1)(a) refers to the fol-164

lowing potential targets: a group of persons or a165

member of such a group defined by reference to166

race, colour, religion, descent, or national or ethnic167

origin (see Example 1).168

– French people are frog eaters. (nationality)
– Black people = slaves!! (race)
– Muslims are all terrorists! (religion)
– Sinti and Roma - awful parasites! (ethnic origin)

Example 1: Distinguishable groups.

The scope also covers individuals in case they169

are targeted as a member of an aforementioned170

group, as illustrated in Example 2.171

– you fucking muslim should leave our country!
– This dirty american bitch, typical american, lying son-of-a-bitch,

out of our country!

Example 2: Individuals as members of a group.

‘Race and ‘colour’ are discriminating grounds 172

that can be understood interchangeable. ‘Religion’ 173

refers broadly to persons defined by reference to 174

their religious convictions or beliefs (Recital (8)). 175

Recital (7) clarifies that ‘descent’ points to per- 176

sons or groups of persons who descend from per- 177

sons who could be identified by characteristics like 178

race or colour. It is not necessary that all these char- 179

acteristics still be present in the respective persons. 180

Hence, the descendants would be protected regard- 181

less, e.g., descendants of people of Jewish faith 182

even in cases where they do not share this faith any- 183

more. ‘National origin’ or ‘ethnic origin’ are both 184

distinguishing grounds that require reference to a 185

specific nationality or ethnic group. Statements that 186

refer to ‘foreigners’ or ‘refugees’ without further 187

specification are not covered, as these references 188

are considered too general. 189

2.2 Targeting Conduct 190

With respect to the target group as a victim, 191

Art.1(1)(a) requires at least one of the following 192

acts to be committed by the potential offender: (i) 193

inciting hatred, or (ii) inciting violence. 194

Regarding the definition and understanding of 195

these acts, freedom of expression needs to be taken 196

into consideration through Art.7(1), which ulti- 197

mately refers to Art.11(1) of the EU Charter of 198

Human Rights. By preventing segregation, the in- 199

tent is to protect minorities from being deprived 200

of their human dignity as equal members of soci- 201

ety. Punishing expressions is only justified in the 202

respective cases if the legal interest in preventing 203

discrimination outweighs the right to free speech – 204

which is likewise a precondition for democracy. 205

Within these limits, the Framework Decision 206

itself does not provide for a more detailed defi- 207

nition of ‘inciting hatred’ and ‘inciting violence’, 208

but entrusts the Member States with elaborating 209

the interpretation in national case law. For our an- 210

notation guidelines, we draw here from German 211

case law, which provides for long-standing settled 212

decision-making practice for these terms. 213

Inciting ‘Inciting’ has been defined as ‘conduct 214

influencing emotions and intellect of others’.7 A 215

key element of the definition is the clear intent to in- 216

fluence others. To outweigh freedom of expression, 217

the conduct has to go beyond mere rejection or 218

contempt and means more than merely endorsing. 219

7BGHSt 21, 371 (372); BGHSt 46, 212 (217)
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Hatred The Framework Decision limits, in220

Recital (8), the notion of ‘hatred’ as such based221

on race, colour, religion, descent, or national or222

ethnic origin. In other words, ‘hatred’ expressed223

against a specific group, but which is unrelated to224

the belonging to this group, is not covered. We225

draw here again on German case law, where the226

act of incitement to hatred needs to be ‘objectively227

capable and subjectively intended to create or in-228

tensify an emotionally enhanced, hostile attitude229

(towards the respective group)’.8 Example 3 illus-230

trates comments that fit these criteria.231

– Muslims are deceitful parasites enjoying life thanks to hard
working german citizens!!

– Bring back the slaves! #niggerarenohumans

Example 3: Comments inciting hatred.

Violence While ‘hatred’ refers to the creation of232

a hostile attitude, inciting ‘violence’ shall ‘give233

rise to the determination of others to commit vi-234

olence’.9 Violent measures do not just comprise235

assault, but also violent expulsion or pogroms. Ex-236

ample 4 illustrates comments inciting violence.237

– U.S. citizens should be hunt down and deported!
– Burn all Muslims in their mosques!

Example 4: Comments inciting violence.

2.3 Optional Qualifiers238

Art.1(2), however, grants one exception to the min-239

imum standard, as seen in Figure 1. Member States240

may predicate the offense on the additional require-241

ments of the disturbance of public order or threat-242

ening, abusive or insulting conduct. In other words,243

a Member State may stipulate that the conduct is244

only punishable if it also leads to a disturbance of245

public order, or if the conduct is also threatening,246

abusive, or insulting. As these additional require-247

ments are only required by a few Member States,248

we do not operationalize them.249

3 Feasibility Study250

To test our decision tree annotation scheme, we first251

perform a feasibility study, where we assess the252

quality of annotations produced by our annotation253

scheme against direct annotation. We also assess254

the reliability of an assessment by legal experts to255

establish an upper bound for this task.256

8BGHSt 21, 371 (372); BGHSt 46, 212 (217)
9BGH 3.4.2008 – 3 StR 394/07

Figure 3: Cohen’s Kappa for different annotation
schemes in the feasibility study.

Setup We asked public prosecutors from one of 257

the two cybercrime prosecution centers in Germany 258

to provide the ground truth for punishability based 259

on §130 of the German Criminal Code – which 260

implements the EU Framework.10 As prosecutors 261

would be obliged to open an investigation for each 262

punishable post, we provided a set of 156 ‘made- 263

up’ hate speech posts in German. These were never 264

openly published and are thus not punishable.11 265

The prosecutors did not use our decision tree, but 266

decided based on their legal training and expertise. 267

As a control condition, we asked layperson anno- 268

tators to perform a direct annotation. Annotators 269

were provided with the legal text of §130 and de- 270

cided whether a post was punishable using their 271

understanding of the legal code. Finally, we asked 272

layperson annotators to follow our multi-label an- 273

notation scheme, from which we can automatically 274

derive whether a post is punishable or not, depend- 275

ing on the combination of our labels. 276

Results Figure 3 shows the inter-annotator agree- 277

ment (IAA) per setup in the feasibility study. 278

Agreement in the control condition (holistic an- 279

notation) is very low, which is in line with previous 280

findings of low IAA for hate speech annotations 281

(Ross et al., 2016). However, the high kappa be- 282

tween expert prosecutors shows that sufficient legal 283

expertise enables consistent judgements. 284

Using our annotation scheme increases consis- 285

tency between annotators and agreement with ex- 286

perts. Thus, based on the success of the feasibility 287

study, we adapt our annotation scheme to fit the EU 288

framework and produced the full dataset, described 289

in the next section. 290

10As §130 of the German Criminal Code is a transposition
of the minimum standard set by the EU Framework Decision
(see Section 2), the results obtained in this way should be
generalizable to EU law.

11The made-up posts are comparable in nature to realistic
posts. See next Section 4 for a more detailed description.
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Source # % Punishable

Made-up 157 13.5
Web search 80 6.2
Anti hate speech initiatives 88 10.2
GermEval2019 (abuse, insult) 425 0.9
GermEval2019 (other) 250 0.0

Table 1: Composition of the dataset by source.

4 Punishable Hate Speech Dataset291

In this section, we describe how the full dataset292

was created. All posts in the dataset are in German.293

4.1 Data Sources294

Social-media posts were sampled and requested295

from a multitude of sources with the primary goal296

of obtaining sufficient examples of punishable hate297

speech. Table 1 provides an overview of the final298

composition of the dataset.299

Made-up We include the ‘made-up’ examples300

from the feasibility study, re-annotated according301

to the EU framework. The examples were produced302

by volunteers, who were instructed to write short303

texts presumably constituting ‘incitement to hatred’304

against the list of target groups mentioned in Fig-305

ure 4. Participants also received instances of real306

hate speech as examples for their artificial posts. 9307

participants created a total of 157 short texts. The308

resulting statements are nearly indistinguishable in309

form from real examples, but we have no way of310

controlling for topic biases that might have been311

introduced via this process.312

Web search We performed a manual search of313

Twitter, comment sections of online newsrooms,314

law forums, court databases as well as news articles315

resulting in 80 instances.316

Anti hate speech initiatives We include 88317

hate speech comments collected by the initia-318

tive ‘respect!’ of the Demokratiezentrum Baden-319

Württemberg.320

GermEval2019 Data samples from the subtask321

two corpus of GermEval 2019, a shared task on the322

identification of offensive language (Struß et al.,323

2019), were also included. We add 425 tweets of324

’abuse’ and ’insult’ category. We also add 250 of325

the ‘other’ category in order to have some tweets326

with the same topic that are non-punishable.327

4.2 Annotation Scheme & Process328

The full dataset was annotated by two paid layper-329

son annotators. We provided them with an anno-330

tation manual based on the legal requirements de-331

scribed in Section 2 with further explanations, in- 332

structions, and examples. To measure annotation 333

quality, a subset (101 posts) was annotated by a 334

fully-qualified lawyer using the same annotation 335

scheme. 336

We annotate whether a group of persons or a 337

group member was mentioned in a post and, if 338

so, whether the group is distinguishable by any 339

reference to race, descent, or national or ethnic ori- 340

gin. In case a group is explicitly mentioned, we 341

also annotate the surface form used in the com- 342

ment. We created a short list of frequently attacked 343

groups and asked annotators to choose one of these 344

or ‘other’ (‘Group Category’ annotation). We in- 345

clude groups not covered by the EU framework like 346

women or refugees, as they might be relevant for 347

future detection tasks regarding other legal regimes. 348

The full list of target groups used in our study can 349

be seen in Figure 4. 350

– Euthanasia is the only way to deal with all the disabled peo-
ple, they should be buried.

– You should gas all the Jews. All they want is your money.
– The oil eyes should set themselves on fire with their gasoline.

Example 5: Explicitly mentioned groups.

Beyond groups, we annotate possible targeting 351

conduct described in Section 2.2, i.e. inciting ha- 352

tred and inciting violence. If a relevant group is 353

targeted and any targeting conduct is present, a post 354

is considered punishable. Table 2 provides some 355

examples of the resulting annotation. 356

4.3 Analysis 357

We analyze the IAA among laypersons as well 358

as between laypersons and the expert annotator 359

in terms of Cohen’s Kappa as shown in Table 3. 360

Aggregated results on target group and targeting 361

conduct are quite reliable (kappa between .52 and 362

.70), while kappa for the punishable label is rather 363

low (.33 to .43). People agree on the facts (group, 364

conduct), but disagree on the interpretation. 365

Table 1 displays the distribution of punishable 366

posts. It is noteworthy that in the GermEval2019 367

data a surprisingly low proportion (under 1%) of 368

abusive or insulting comments are actually pun- 369

ishable under EU law. This highlights that hate 370

speech detection and detecting illegal content are 371

fundamentally different tasks. 372

Figure 4 shows the confusion matrix between 373

the two layperson annotators regarding the group 374

annotation from our short list (subset of 392 posts 375

having a group mention). The largest target group 376
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Target Group Targeting Conduct
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So dumm wie Gutmenschen halt sind!
Stupid as do-gooders are! Other X X

Die linken Hurensöhne! Ballert die alle ab!
Left-wing sons of bitches! Shoot ’em all! Left-Wing X X X

Es brennen noch zu wenige Synagogen.
Still too few synagogues on fire. Jews X X X X

Muslime sind alles Vergewaltiger! Schützt deutsche Frauen!
Muslims are all rapists! Protect our German women! Muslims X X X X X

Table 2: Example annotations from the resulting dataset. Surface form referring to groups is underlined.

L1/ L1/ L2/
L2 Exp Exp

Group Category .77 .70 .67

G
ro

up

Group of persons .49 .82 .55
Individual as group member .14 .24 .48
Nationality, race, religion, ... .52 .42 .67
Any target group .53 .52 .70

C
on

du
ct Inciting hatred .11 .39 .00

Inciting violence .56 .64 .74
Any targeting conduct .56 .69 .52

Punishable .33 .43 .37

Table 3: Inter-annotator agreement (Cohen’s Kappa)
between laypersons and domain expert.

is foreigners/migrants, which is not explicitly pro-377

tected under EU law. Differences between anno-378

tators mainly arise due to the ‘None’ and ‘Other’379

categories, while the largest disagreement is within380

closely related categories like ‘left-wing/green381

party’ and ‘other politicians’.382

Each group is referred to by a wide variety of383

different surface forms. Table 5 lists selected ex-384

amples of surface forms in the dataset. The median385

number of surface forms per group is 20 (min=3,386

max=135), showing that automatic detection will387

have to deal with a high variance. The ‘other’ cat-388

egory contains a wide range of different types of389

groups like law enforcement, vegans, jobless, foot-390

ball clubs, or media outlets that we might consider391

as distinct groups in a revised annotation scheme.392

5 Automated Detection393

To study the extent to which our annotated data can394

serve as a basis for automated detection, we train395

a baseline classifier that takes a post as input and396

Figure 4: Confusion matrix of non-expert annotators.

estimates whether the post is punishable.12 397

Setup Fine-tuned BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) 398

models have proven to be strong baselines for var- 399

ious NLP tasks, so we follow this practice13, us- 400

ing GBERT base (Chan et al., 2020). The model 401

is trained for 20 epochs using a batch size of 16 402

and NLL loss. For optimization, we choose bias- 403

corrected Adam, with a learning rate of 2e−5. The 404

learning rate is linearly increased up to its peak 405

during the first 10% of training and then linearly 406

decreased. These choices follow the recommen- 407

dations of (Mosbach et al., 2020) for increasing 408

training stability when fine-tuning BERT. For eval- 409

uation, we perform a stratified 10-fold CV. 410

Results The model achieves an average F1 of .39 411

(P .69; R .28), which shows that the task is complex 412

12For model training, differences between annotators were
adjudicated by a legal expert. The IAA reported in Section 4
are thus not applicable.

13For the implementation, we use HuggingFace Transform-
ers (Wolf et al., 2020) and PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019).
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P R F1

Group of persons .81 .85 .83
Individual as member of group .00 .00 .00
Distinguishable by nationality, etc. .79 .71 .75

Inciting hatred .25 .07 .11
Inciting violence .70 .73 .72

Punishable (direct) .69 .28 .39
Punishable (submodels + decision tree) .41 .43 .42

Table 4: Overview of prediction results

and not already solved by the baseline model. In413

contrast to regular hate speech detection, the mere414

presence of language inciting hate or violence is415

not a sufficient signal, but the model needs to learn416

in addition whether (i) the hate is directed against417

an object, (ii) the object is a group, (iii) the group418

is protected under the given law.419

This is exemplified looking at some misclassi-420

fications. In Example 6.1, no group is targeted;421

yet, the model classified the post as punishable. In422

Example 6.2, the model erroneously judged the423

post to be punishable, even though the group is424

not protected under the EU framework. Implicit425

or metaphorical references to a group were not de-426

tected by the model (e.g. Example 6.3).427

1) DEPORT DEPORT [...] DEPORT
2) Faggots should be castrated and locked up!
3) A metro we build, a metro we build, a metro we build from

Jerusalem to Auschwitz, a metro we build!

Example 6: Cases misclassified by detection model

We also trained a separate model to predict the428

target group and targeting conduct subtasks and429

then derive the punishability accordingly. Table 4430

shows the results. In terms of F1 score, the sub-431

task approach is comparable to the direct approach432

of estimating punishability (.42 vs .39). Looking433

at the performance of the subtask models, we see434

mixed results. While the Group of persons, Distin-435

guishable by nationality, race, religion, ethnicity436

and Inciting violence models produce good results437

(.71− .83), the models for Individual as member438

of group and Inciting hatred failed make accurate439

predictions (.00− .11). Both are rare in the dataset440

(14 positive cases each), making it difficult to learn441

these from the data. Having more positive cases442

should bring performance up to levels comparable443

to the other annotations.444

Conclusion The performance of our baseline sys-445

tems is rather low, indicating that an automatic446

prediction of legal decisions is a challenging task.447

Category Surface Form

People of
Color

#negersindkeinemenschen, affe, bimbo, dunkler teint, nafris,
neger, negroide goldstücke, schwarze, sklaven

Jews dreckiges judenpack, judenschwein, zentralrat der juden,
jüdischer zombie, rattenvolk, zionisten

Muslims #islamisierung, #muslime, islamlobbys, bärtigen kinder-
schänder, ditib imams, dreckige kopftuchmädchen,
gotteskrieger, isis-schlampen, muslim-ungeziefer, scharia

Nationality/
Origin

pro-erdogan türken, abschaum afrikas, araber, schlitzäugige,
deutsche kartoffel, deniz, nafris, polnische hurensöhne

Table 5: Examples of surface forms of target groups

Experiments on subtasks suggest that more data 448

may improve performance, but obtaining examples 449

of these rare phenomena poses a challenge in itself. 450

In the future, we recommend using a modular sub- 451

task approach, as doing so lends explainability to 452

model decisions - a crucial property in a system 453

interacting with fundamental rights. 454

6 Generalizing beyond EU Law 455

So far, we have presented a case study of opera- 456

tionalizing a specific legal standard (i.e. the EU 457

Framework Decision). However, we argue that the 458

underlying methodology can be generalized in a 459

straightforward way. Instead of directly predict- 460

ing whether a post is punishable or not, we should 461

divide the problem into two subtasks, (i) group de- 462

tection and (ii) conduct detection, each of which 463

can be tackled separately, depending on the appli- 464

cable legal regime. This approach offers higher 465

explainability of model decisions, an aspect that is 466

crucial for legal decision-making. 467

6.1 Group Detection 468

If we were able reliably to detect all groups referred 469

to in a comment, we could take the list of protected 470

groups and only consider those relevant under a 471

certain legal standard. In this way, our approach 472

would also generalize beyond EU law. 473

However, groups are often referenced by a va- 474

riety of different surface forms, some of which 475

are only metaphorically related to the group (e.g. 476

‘Goldstücke’; engl. ‘gold pieces’ for people of 477

color, see Table 5). Consequently, we cannot use 478

Named Entity Recognition (Ritter et al., 2011) for 479

group detection, as, e.g. ‘women’ are a common tar- 480

get group, but not a named entity. A better fit seems 481

Entity Linking (Derczynski et al., 2015), which 482

would (depending on the underlying knowledge 483

base) find explicitly mentioned groups. However, 484

groups can also be implicitly mentioned (7.1) or as 485

part of a co-reference chain (7.2). 486
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1) [...] For them the sport [football] is like. I put a goat on the
field, 22 holy warriors and whoever knocks it up first, wins.

2) No mercy for terrorists. We have declared war on Islam.
They had 800 years to reform. Time is up!

Example 7: 1) Implicit targeting of Muslims. 2)
Muslims target group only identifiable by coreference
chains.

Thus, we argue that annotating data for groups487

referenced in the text (even implicitly) is a prereq-488

uisite for ‘group detection’ as a stand-alone NLP489

task. Once this is established, it can be used to find490

the best methods for group detection. A possible491

way to find surface variants might be to compile492

a list of common surface forms and compare the493

closest synonyms for a group as computed over a494

more general corpus.495

6.2 Conduct Detection496

For specific targeting conduct like inciting violence,497

detecting the most common actions patterns like498

‘kill GROUP’ or ‘burn GROUP’ might be a promis-499

ing approach, as our dataset indicates that calls500

to some actions are quite common. This would501

also limit the number of false positives, e.g. when502

someone ‘threatens’ to burn a candle instead. For503

this task, semantic role labeling (Gildea and Juraf-504

sky, 2002) or using frames (Baker, 2014) could be505

useful, but existing resources like FrameNet seem506

not specific enough, as they put ‘threat’ under the507

COMMITMENT frame (in the sense of ‘committing508

to harm someone’).509

In general, there is a high level of metaphor,510

irony and sarcasm in the comments, which poses511

serious challenges to all conduct detection meth-512

ods. Even though irony and sarcasm are not legal513

terms as such, they might have an influence on the514

assessment as to whether a targeting conduct like515

inciting hatred is given. Accordingly, these cases516

can be captured at the annotation level as in dubio517

pro reo, i.e. not punishable.518

7 Related Work519

Automated detection of offensive Internet dis-520

course has been intensively studied under a variety521

of names, for instance: abusive language (Waseem522

et al., 2017) or content (Kiritchenko et al., 2020),523

ad hominem arguments (Habernal et al., 2018), ag-524

gression (Kumar et al., 2018), cyberbullying (Xu525

et al., 2012; Macbeth et al., 2013), hate speech526

(Warner and Hirschberg, 2012; Ross et al., 2016;527

Del Vigna et al., 2017), offensive language usage528

(Razavi et al., 2010), profanity (Schmidt and Wie-529

gand, 2017), threats (Oostdijk and van Halteren, 530

2013) and socially unacceptable discourse (Fišer 531

et al., 2017). While most early work focused on 532

English, now there is also a growing body of work 533

in other languages, e.g., German (Ross et al., 2016), 534

Italian (Del Vigna et al., 2017), Dutch (Oostdijk 535

and van Halteren, 2013) and Slovene (Fišer et al., 536

2017). All of those works use a non-legally in- 537

formed definition of the construct to be detected. 538

Interdisciplinary work combining NLP with a 539

legal perspective has mostly focused on predicting 540

the outcome of court decisions (Aletras et al., 2016; 541

Katz et al., 2017; Bruninghaus and Ashley, 2003; 542

Kastellec, 2010; Waltl et al., 2017). However, the 543

dependence on existing court decisions makes it 544

difficult to work with legal problems where rele- 545

vant case law is not available as a data source. To 546

overcome this problem, (Zufall et al., 2019) trans- 547

lated statutory rules for defamatory offenses into a 548

series of annotatable binary decisions. 549

The importance of finding groups for hate speech 550

analysis has also been stressed by Kiritchenko et al. 551

(2020). As offenses against groups are often implic- 552

itly framed, Sap et al. (2020) introduce Social Bias 553

Frames that make the attacked group explicit. As 554

group detection can work with any set of group cat- 555

egories, it can also be adapted to cover non-Western 556

groups (Sambasivan et al., 2021). 557

8 Conclusion 558

We operationalize a ‘legal approach to hate speech’ 559

by translating the requirements of the EU Frame- 560

work Decision into a series of annotation steps that 561

can be reliably performed by laypersons. However, 562

we show that learning a model of whether a post 563

is punishable or not remains challenging. We thus 564

propose to tackle independently the subtasks of 565

group detection and conduct detection. Depending 566

on the applicable legal framework, a final decision 567

on the legal status of a comment can then be de- 568

rived from the combination of detected group and 569

conduct. Relying on subtasks comes with the added 570

benefit of increased transparency and explainabil- 571

ity compared to black-box models. This is crucial 572

for systems that potentially interfere with human 573

rights, such as the balance between freedom of 574

expression and the prevention of discrimination. 575

Hence, we recommend this modular approach as 576

the preferred way of composing systems for legal 577

decision-making. 578
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Ethical Considerations579

Predicting the legal status of a comment might in-580

fringe on the fundamental right of ‘free speech’.581

On the other hand, we are targeting the worst tail-582

end of the distribution – the kind of hate speech583

that is putting democracy in danger by inciting584

hatred and violence in a society. Not addressing585

hate speech and its foregoing automated detection586

methods would give further rise to possible discrim-587

ination, making it a problem for equal participation588

in a democracy. As our approach introduces a layer589

of algorithmic transparency not found in traditional590

methods, we believe that the importance of this591

research outweighs its dangers.592

Annotation Process Regarding our made-up ex-593

amples, we conducted a survey with nine students,594

asking them to create short texts that presumably595

constitute ‘incitement to hatred’ (see Section 4).596

This survey was approved by the ethics commit-597

tee of ANONYMIZED.The final annotation of the598

dataset was carried out by two paid annotators, who599

were compensated above the local minimum wage.600

Annotators were warned about the offensive na-601

ture of the data and instructed only to annotate 50602

comments a day to mitigate the effect of fatigue.603

Race and Gender The EU Framework Deci-604

sion explicitly requires the conduct to be directed605

against a “group of persons or a member of such a606

group defined by reference to race, colour, religion,607

descent or national or ethnic origin” (Art.1(1)(a)608

Framework Decision). It is thus a necessary legal609

requirement which is meant to protect the afore-610

mentioned groups and to prevent discrimination.611

We also use the groups ‘women’ and ‘LGBTQ+’,612

as these are often the targets of hate speech. Our613

model explicitly allows for adding other groups in614

order to adapt to differing legal standards.615

Deploying Systems for Legal Decision-making616

Systems used in the context of legal decision-617

making or, more generally, systems that filter spe-618

cific content should be used with great care and619

in view of the potential interference with human620

rights, namely the right to free speech. We explic-621

itly do not recommend using any legal decision-622

making system without human supervision. We623

consider the improved transparency of our model624

to be an important step in allowing prosecutors to625

understand the reasons behind flagging a certain626

comment as potentially punishable.627

Release of the Data As our dataset consists of 628

postings that could be traced back to individuals, 629

it contains personal data in the sense of the EU 630

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). To 631

comply with this legal standard, and given the sen- 632

sitive nature of the task, we do not make any of the 633

real postings publicly available. We do, however, 634

publish the made-up examples generated during 635

the feasibility study. 636
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